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Branching Fractions for  �2S�-to-J= Transitions
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We describe new measurements of the inclusive and exclusive branching fractions for  �2S� transitions
to J= using e�e� collision data collected with the CLEO detector operating at CESR. All branching
fractions and ratios of branching fractions reported here represent either the most precise measurements to
date or the first direct measurements. Indirectly and in combination with other CLEO measurements, we
determine B��cJ ! �J= � and B� �2S� ! light hadrons�.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.232002 PACS numbers: 13.20.Gd, 13.25.Gv
Heavy quarkonium states, nonrelativistic bound c �c or b �b
systems, offer a laboratory to study the strong interaction in
the nonperturbative regime. Charmonium, in particular,
05=94(23)=232002(5)$23.00 23200
has served as a calibration tool for the corresponding
techniques and models [1]. The experimental situation
for  �2S� decays has only begun to approach precisions
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at the percent level, with a global fit to the myriad of
measurements from different experiments and eras reveal-
ing possible systematic inconsistencies [2]. Clarification of
this picture is warranted.

This Letter presents branching fraction measurements of
the four exclusive hadronic transitions  �2S� ! J= � h
(h � ����, �0�0, �, �0), the exclusive channels
 �2S� ! J= � �� through  �2S� ! ��cJ, an inclusive
measurement of  �2S� ! XJ= , ratios between the above,
and several derived quantities. Multiple issues can be in-
vestigated with these data: the observed discrepancy [3]
between B��0�0J= �=B�����J= � and the isospin-
based expectation awaits corroboration; �0J= as an
isospin-violating decay, when compared with �J= , helps
constrain quark mass ratios [4]; the �cJ data offer access to
the �cJ ! �J= rates in combination with the  �2S� !
��cJ branching fractions [5]; confirmation of the transition
 �2S� ! ��c0 ! ��J= [6,7]; and the first direct con-
straint of B� �2S� ! light hadrons� using measurements
from only one experiment.

We use e�e� collision data at and below the  �2S�
resonance,

���

s
p

� 3:686 GeV (L � 5:86 pb�1) and
���

s
p

�
3:670 GeV (‘‘continuum’’ data, L � 20:46 pb�1), col-
lected with the CLEO detector [8] operating at the
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) [9]. The detector
features a solid angle coverage of 93% for charged and
neutral particles. The charged particle tracking system
operates in a 1.0 T magnetic field along the beam axis
and achieves a momentum resolution of 
0:6% at mo-
menta of 1 GeV=c. The CsI crystal calorimeter attains
photon energy resolutions of 2.2% for E� � 1 GeV and
5% at 100 MeV.

The J= is identified through its decay to ���� or
e�e�, and we demand that m�J= � � m�‘�‘�� �
3:02–3:22 GeV. The ratios of calorimeter shower energy
to track momentum, E=p, for the lepton candidates, taken
to be the two tracks of highest momentum in the event,
must be larger than 0.85 for one electron and above 0.5 for
the other, or smaller than 0.25 and below 0.5 for muon
pairs. In order to salvage lepton pairs that have radiated
photons and would hence fail the m�J= � cut, we add
bremsstrahlung photon candidates found within a cone of
100 mrad to the three-vector of each lepton track at the
interaction point (IP). For  �2S� ! XJ= , cosmic ray
background is rejected based on the distance of the track
impact parameters to the IP (<2 mm) and on the J= 
momentum (pJ= > 50 MeV=c). Radiative lepton pair
production and radiative returns to the J= are suppressed
for this mode by demanding j cos�J= j< 0:98.

For the exclusive final states, requirements on momen-
tum and energy conservation are imposed: �EJ= �

EX�=
���

s
p

� 0:95–1:05, jjpJ= j � jpXjj=
���

s
p

< 0:07. For �
and single-�0 transitions, in which the J= is monochro-
matic, p�J= � must lie within 500–570 MeV=c (�0) or
150–250 MeV=c (�). Charged dipion transition candidates
23200
must have two tracks of opposite charge lower in momen-
tum than the lepton pair. We identify neutral pions through
their decay into two photons. Photon candidates must not
align with the projection of any track into the calorimeter.
We require m���� � 90–170 MeV for �0 mesons in
�0�0J= and �! �����0; stricter conditions are im-
posed in �0J= to suppress background from  �2S� !
J= �� through �cJ: m���� � 110–150 MeV, and in ad-
dition, a constraint that the decay not be too asymmetric.
We find � meson candidates through �! �� or �!
�����0 with m���� or m������0� � 500–580 MeV.
The ����e�e� final state must have m������>
350 MeV to suppress background from radiative Bhabha
events with subsequent �! e�e� conversion. The invari-
ant mass of the system recoiling against the���� or�0�0

must lie inside 3.05–3.15 GeV. To reduce background from
radiative transitions to �c1;2 into�0J= and ��! ���J= ,
the least energetic photon in the � or �0 candidate has to
fulfill E� > 200 MeV; E� � 30–100 MeV is also allowed
for the �0 in �0J= . In general, photons must have
j cos��jmax < 0:93; for �0J= , we require j cos��jmax <
0:8 to suppress radiative lepton pair background with a
fake �0. Candidates for ��cJ ! ��J= are accepted if
pJ= � 250–500 MeV (to suppress background from �0,
�J= ), the recoil mass from the two photons is within
3:05–3:13 GeV, and the energy of the second-most ener-
getic photon, E�-low, is within 90–150, 145–200, and 230–
290 MeV (J � 2, 1, and 0).

Table I displays for each mode the raw event counts
obtained with this selection as well as the efficiency �,
which is determined from Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
using the EvtGen generator [10] and a GEANT-based [11]
detector simulation together with corrections based on the
data. The dipion invariant mass distribution as produced by
EvtGen is slightly suppressed at high and low m���� to
better match the data, altering the efficiencies by <0:5%.
The �cJ MC samples use intrinsic widths from Ref. [2],
and angular distributions have been generated according to
the prescription in Ref. [12]. The XJ= data sample is
modeled by the sum of all exclusive MC channels,
weighted by their measured branching fractions. The trig-
ger efficiencies for all modes are measured using a pre-
scaled subset of candidates in each channel that fulfilled
much looser requirements.

Data distributions of representative variables are shown
in Figs. 1– 4 and are compared to MC predictions. All
figures show distributions in which all selection criteria
have been applied to all variables except for the one shown.
The MC predictions in all figures depict the sum of all
exclusive channels; each source has been normalized to our
final branching fractions. Distributions of invariant masses,
angles, and momenta show excellent agreement between
MC and data for all channels.

The observed event rates on the  �2S� are corrected for
contributions from continuum production and  �2S� cross
2-2



TABLE I. For each mode: the detection efficiency, �, in percent; the numbers of events found in the  �2S� and continuum samples,
N �2S� and Ncont; the number of  �2S� related background events, Nbgd; the branching fraction in percent and its ratio to BXJ= and
B����J= , also in percent.

Channel � N �2S� Ncont Nbgd B B=BXJ= B=B����J= 

����J= 49.3 60344 221 113 33:54 0:14 1:10 56:37 0:27 0:46
�0�0J= 22.2 13399 67 115 16:52 0:14 0:58 27:76 0:25 0:43 49:24 0:47 0:86
�J= 22.6 2793 17 116 3:25 0:06 0:11 5:46 0:10 0:07 9:68 0:19 0:13
��! ���J= 16.9 2065 14 103 3:21 0:07 0:11 5:39 0:12 0:06 9:56 0:21 0:14
��! �����0�J= 5.8 728 3 13 3:39 0:13 0:13 5:70 0:21 0:13 10:10 0:38 0:22

�0J= 13.9 88 3 20 0:13 0:01 0:01 0:22 0:02 0:01 0:39 0:04 0:01
��c0 ! ��J= 23.4 172 20 17 0:18 0:01 0:02 0:31 0:02 0:03 0:55 0:04 0:06
��c1 ! ��J= 30.6 3688 46 21 3:44 0:06 0:13 5:77 0:10 0:12 10:24 0:17 0:23
��c2 ! ��J= 28.6 1915 56 62 1:85 0:04 0:07 3:11 0:07 0:07 5:52 0:13 0:13
XJ= 65.3 151 138 37916 123 59:50 0:15 1:90
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feed. In all ���� and most e�e� modes, the observed
continuum yield is attributable to the Breit-Wigner tail of
the  �2S�. The only significant  �2S�-induced back-
grounds stem from cross feed between the signal modes
and from J= ! ���� and ��. We estimate the sum of
all contributions to each channel from MC simulation by
determining for each signal MC what fraction passes the
selection criteria of all other channels relative to its own
detection efficiency. Cross-feed subtraction does not result
in a significant reduction of the event yield for most
channels (see Table I). When analysis techniques similar
to those in Refs. [6,7] are applied to final states consisting
of a J= and two photons, yields consistent with those
presented here are obtained.

In order to measure the �, �0, and lepton detection
efficiencies, we study  �2S� ! ��J= , J= ! ‘�‘� de-
cays in which the selection of one pion (neutral or charged)
or lepton is replaced by kinematic restrictions. The samples
thus obtained are very clean and give direct access to the
FIG. 1. For inclusively selected dimuon (left) and dielectron
(right) events, the distributions of the dilepton mass in the  �2S�
data (solid circles), after subtraction of the luminosity-scaled
continuum, and in MC (solid line). The two peaks above 3.2 GeV
in the m������ distributions correspond to backgrounds from
�c0;2 ! K�K� and �c0 ! ����.

23200
reconstruction efficiency of the not explicitly required, but
usually present, particle. We correct predicted MC effi-
ciencies with the observed, small MC-data discrepancies
(all 
1% or less) found in these studies and include them
in the efficiencies in Table I. In the case of the dilepton
selections, these corrections absorb both any detector mis-
modeling and also that of decay radiation [13]. Relative
systematic errors from these studies are 0.75% for each
photon pair, 0.4% per �, 0.5% per ����, and 0.2% per
FIG. 2. For  �2S� ! ����‘�‘� (left) and  �2S� !
�0�0‘�‘� (right), e�e� and ���� samples combined, candi-
date events in the  �2S� data (solid circles), MC simulation of
signal (solid line), and  �2S� ! �J= background (dashed
histogram): distributions of the dilepton mass (top), the mass
recoiling against the dipion pair (middle), and the invariant mass
of the two pions.

2-3



FIG. 4. For  �2S� ! ��cJ, �cJ ! �J= , J= ! ‘�‘� can-
didate events in the  �2S� data (solid circles) and MC simulation
of signal (solid line), the distribution of the energy of the second-
most energetic photon, E�-low (top), and the two-photon recoil
mass (bottom). The arrows indicate nominal cut values. The
inset offers a close-up of the �c0 region. The broken lines
represent �0�0J= MC.

FIG. 3. For  �2S� ! ��! ��; �����0�‘�‘� (left) and
 �2S� ! �0‘�‘� (right), e�e� and ���� samples combined,
candidate events in the  �2S� data (solid circles) and MC
simulation of signal (solid line): distributions of the dilepton
mass (top), the J= momentum (middle), and the invariant
mass of the two photons. In the lower left mass plot, the solid
circles (data) and solid line (MC) apply to �! �� decays,
and the open circles (data) and the dashed histogram (MC) to
�! �����0.
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e�e�. The uncertainty of lepton pair identification effi-
ciency is 0.1%.

The systematic uncertainty stemming from cross feed
and background subtraction is a small contribution to the
total error, with the exception of�0J= (2.4%). To account
for potential mismodeling of the two-photon recoil mass
distribution, the ��J= channels are assigned an addi-
tional 2% uncertainty. In the energy distribution of the
second-most energetic photon in ��cJ ! ��J= candi-
dates, the data show an unexpected population in the region
between the �c1 and �c0 (Fig. 4). The events in E�-low �

200–230 MeV do not show any firm evidence for signifi-
cant contamination from continuum [e�e� annihilation
not through a  �2S�], non-J= backgrounds, anomalous
levels of �0J= or �J= , or an unmodeled, anomalously
broad photon energy resolution, although small fluctua-
tions in all the sources mentioned are possible. We cannot
exclude that these events originate at least partially from a
high side tail of the ��c1 cascades not modeled by MC, or
as nonresonant ��J= , or that ���c0� � 10:1 MeV [2] is
an underestimate. As no single source can be isolated and
hence the continuation of the background shape under the
�c0 peak is unknown, we apply an additional 10% uncer-
23200
tainty for the �c0 mode. We add the above, the uncertainty
on the J= ! ‘�‘� branching fraction (1.2% [14]), and
3% as the estimate of the precision of the number of  �2S�
decays [5], all in quadrature. This last contribution domi-
nates the systematic error in the absolute branching frac-
tions, with the exception of ��c0 ! ��J= . Correlations
between errors have been taken into account when com-
bining e�e� and ���� subsamples. Many systematic
uncertainties cancel in the ratios.

The branching fractions are readily obtained from the
raw event yield after background subtraction and cor-
rection for efficiency by dividing by the number of  �2S�
decays, 3:08� 106, estimated by the method described
in Ref. [5], and the J= ! ‘�‘� branching fraction,
�5:953 0:056 0:042�% [14]. We also compute branch-
ing fraction ratios between XJ= and all exclusive modes
and as well as ����J= and all other exclusive
modes. These results are included in Table I. Our inves-
tigation of the J= � h branching fractions yields broad
agreement with previous results. The �0�0J= and ��!
�����0�J= measurements, along with many of the
ratios of branching fractions, are firsts of their kind. The
total errors match or improve upon current best measure-
ments [2,3]. We observe the  �2S� ! ��cJ ! ��J= 
branching fractions to be slightly larger than BES [7] and
much larger than CBAL [6], but the excellent agreement
2-4
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between our exclusive branching fraction sum and the in-
clusive J= rate reinforces the accuracy and internal con-
sistency of this work. We obtain  B� �2S�!J= �h��
 B� �2S�!��cJ!��J= ���58:90:22:0�%, con-
sistent with B� �2S� ! XJ= �, thereby not leaving much
room, �0:6 0:4�%, for other transitions to the J= .
The branching fractions for transitions through the hc,
 �2S� ! ��c�2S� ! ��J= , and  �2S� ! ��J= as a
direct process are not expected to exceed the observed
difference.

These results enable us to calculate several derived
quantities. We measure the neutral and charged dipion
branching fraction to be consistent with the isospin-based
expectation of 1:2. The branching fraction for  �2S� de-
caying to light hadrons, computed as the difference be-
tween unity and the branching fraction sum of all exclusive
direct transitions measured in this work ( B� �2S� !
J= � h� � �53:4 0:2 1:7�%), the radiative decays
[5]  �2S� ! �cJ� and  �2S� ! ��c, and the dilepton
branching fractions [2], is found to be B� �2S� !
light hadrons� � �16:9 2:6�%. It can be compared with
that of the J= , B�J= ! light hadrons� � �86:8
0:4�% [2,14], yielding a ratio of �19:4 3:0�%. Applying
the ‘‘12% rule’’ [15] to inclusive decays [16], the ratio is

2:2� above B� �2S� ! ‘�‘��=B�J= ! ‘�‘�� �
�12:6 0:7�% [2,14]. Combining the doubly radiative
branching fractions analyzed in this study with those for
 �2S� ! ��cJ [5], we arrive at B��c0 ! �J= � � �2:0
0:2 0:2�%, B��c1!�J= �� �37:90:82:1�%, and
B��c2 ! �J= � � �19:9 0:5 1:2�%, significantly
higher than previous measurements for J � 0, 1. We mea-
sure the branching fraction ratio B� �2S� ! �0J= �=
B� �2S� ! �J= � � �4:1 0:4 0:1�%, to be com-
pared with predictions ranging from 1.6% ([7] based on
Ref. [17]) to 3.4% [4].

In summary, we have determined the branching fractions
for all exclusive  �2S� ! J= � h (h � ����, �0�0, �,
�0) and  �2S� ! ��cJ ! ��J= transitions, with a simi-
lar strategy applied to all channels. We obtain results for
B� �2S� ! J= � h� that are consistent with but more
precise than previous measurements, where available,
and B� �2S� ! ��cJ ! ��J= � values both larger and
more precise than previous measurements. The analysis is
complemented by a study of the inclusive mode  �2S� !
XJ= , the production rate of which is seen to be consistent
with that of the sum of all expected exclusive contribu-
23200
tions. Ratios between the branching fractions as well as
results on B��cJ ! �J= � are also tendered.
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